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2015 HIGHLIGHTS
In 2015 Octapod focussed on the following areas:

Building the capacity of the creative sector




Delivered Smart Arts Newcastle.
Reframed Culture Hunter's focus
on the Lower Hunter.
Outreach focussed on the Lower
Hunter - especially Lake
Macquarie, Port Stephens and
Maitland.





Membership of Arts Access
Australia's NDIS and the Arts
working group.
Established Octapod Access
Committee.

Supporting participation in the arts by diverse
communities




Established 3 year partnership
with Ability Links NSW to support
participation in the arts by people
with disability.
Delivered Newcastle Community
Feast and Women of Heritage
exhibition to celebrate
multicultural women's identify
through art, music and food.







Managed Creative Access
Network, including inclusion panel
at TiNA.
Nine Creative Access Newsletters
with unique inclusive arts practice
info and resources sent to 220
subscribers.
Developed TiNA Access Program.

Supporting skills development for artists





Delivered Smart Arts Newcastle.
Established an Artist Run Initiative
for artists with disability, focussed
on professional practice.
Delivered This is Not Art festival.
Record audience numbers - ca
5000.
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Coordinated Identity exhibition
and provided the opportunity for
exhibiting artists with disability to
assist with exhibition install and
gallery sitting.
Managed Culture Hunter website

CHAIR’S REPORT
The Octapod Association has had another busy year in its
role as a leader in the area of arts and cultural development
in the Lower Hunter Region. On many levels 2015 was a
challenging year across the nation for arts organisations
such as ours to adapt to changing funding scenarios and
reinvent ways of operation to keep emerging arts vibrant and
engaging.
In my second term as Chair I have seen once again the commitment of our
small but dedicated team of staff and volunteers who have risen above and
beyond to deliver projects, workshops, events and professional services that
enable the local arts community to grow and prosper.
During the last 12 months not only has the organisation delivered beyond its
capacity but also began working to transition to a new service organisation
model with a focus on projects that support capacity building, leadership and
professional development.
Octapod has taken on this transition with enthusiasm and continued to
facilitate our Creative Access Project with great vigour as well as supported
events that target our other strategic priority areas of youth and CALD
communities.
Recently, Octapod was a winner at the Museums and Galleries national
awards (MAPDA) in Auckland for the work done with Headjam Creative
Agency to rebrand TiNA in 2015 and I look forward to extending this
relationship in the coming year.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
Our vision is of a thriving and
inclusive creative sector that actively
contributes to economic and cultural
development in the Lower Hunter
region. As such, there is a greater
need for leadership and strategic
development in the region’s creative
community and this is where we are
focusing our project and support
services.

Thanks to our major supporter Arts
NSW for keeping the faith with our
ability to do the work we do and to all
our financial members and other
contributors.
The board looks forward to an exciting
and fruitful year ahead with greater
focus in our activities and financial
sustainability and growth as a key
goal.

Of course heartfelt thanks must go to
our Director Christina Robberds for
her selfless and unceasing
commitment to the vision of a vibrant
and sustainable creative sector in the
Hunter region.
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
2015 marked a year of significant development for Octapod
as it consolidated its leadership role within the creative
sector of the Lower Hunter region and began the transition to
a service organisation model.
The year brought many successes as we developed a number of new
strategic partnerships that either brought funds for new projects in 2015 or
confirmation of funds for new projects in 2016. Our leadership and outreach
strategy across the Lower Hunter received a boost thanks to a new
partnership with Port Stephens Council, with funding confirmed for 2016 to
deliver Smart Arts in that region as well as facilitate a forum addressing
issues around access and inclusion in the arts.
The establishment of a three year partnership with Ability Links in mid 2015 to
support participation in the arts by people with disability was a key success.
This strategic partnership brought security of income and enabled longer term
planning in this area. It also confirmed Octapod's leadership role in the
creative sector in the region.
New measures implemented for TiNA were successful including the
introduction of a new formula for calculating TiNA co-presenter fees as well as
the concept of TiNA 'Special Guests' to allow the festival to grow and
incorporate new programming streams. In 2015 Ladyz in Noyz as Special
Guest presented a gig, workshops and panel that explored and celebrated the
role of women in electronic music.
The Smart Arts and Access programs presented strong potential for outreach
across the Lower Hunter. Both programs are based on a community capacity
building model and are thus able to be tailored to meet local need. This
presents an opportunity for growth in our program as well as increased funds
and profile, and contributes to our growing reputation as one of NSW's leading
regional arts organisations.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the dedication of our core
staff, Justine Cogan and Jo Plummer, who provide much appreciated support.
Kate Britton and Bec Dujin successfully delivered TiNA in partnership with copresenters National Young Writers’ Festival, Crack Theatre Festival and
Critical Animals. Thank you all for your commitment, passion for the arts and
for being such a pleasure to work with.
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THIS IS NOT ART (TiNA)
2015 was a year of significant growth and learning for TiNA,
Octapod’s flagship event. A number of new initiatives and
approaches were implemented, many of which were
extremely successful and will be built upon in years to come.
Creation of Marketing Manager
position
Thanks to seed funding from The City
of Newcastle, we were able to employ
Bec Dujin in the role of TiNA Marketing
Manager. This gave TiNA the capacity
to execute a complete rebrand in
collaboration with Design Partner
Headjam; to develop a comprehensive
Marketing Plan that will carry into
future years; and create a locally
engaged Sponsorship Program.
Earlier Program announcement
The implementation of strict
programming timelines and the
Marketing Plan enabled TiNA to plan
ahead and launch its program much
earlier than in recent years. This led to
significantly increased lead-time for
media and subsequently increased
coverage, as well as greater time for
visitors to plan their festival and stay in
Newcastle, reflected in increased
audiences from both out of town and
locally.
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THIS IS NOT ART (TiNA)
Access Program
Built into the newly launched website
was a page dedicated to Access for
the festival. This provided information
for audiences with disability or special
needs about venue accessibility,
events of special interest, and
resources available, such as access to
a wheelchair, etc.
This information page represents the
first stage of an ongoing focus on
making the festival more accessible, in
line with Octapod’s broader focus on
access and inclusion in the arts in
Newcastle. Feedback on this modest
first step has been positive, and
building on this is a priority for the
festival moving forward.
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THIS IS NOT ART (TiNA)
Reduced Festival Footprint
The focusing of the festival around key venues in the East End of the CBD,
mostly the Hunter St Mall and Watt St allowed the creation of a more vibrant,
active and populated precinct.
This ‘festival feel’ was the result of increased accessibility, the ability to clearly
flag and message about the festival to first-time visitors (through the ‘look for
the black balloons in the East End’ campaign), and increased visibility through
visual marketing.
It resulted in increased visitation as people felt welcomed to explore the
precinct without necessarily committing to an event in advance. It also
assisted with the marketing strategy, which was aimed at inviting an
exploratory and fun approach to the large and many-faceted festival.

Distribution of Program via The Follower
The partnership with The Follower saw considerable value and reach added to
the festival. Two dedicated TiNA issues of the free monthly paper were
distributed to over 52,000 homes and businesses in the lead up to the festival,
the first with program highlights and the second with the full ‘Daily Grid’ style
program.
This unprecedented distribution and lead time was extremely successful. It
both increased the reach of the festival and provided a cost-effective, easy-toread and portable print program. This was augmented with the new website
and mobile app to provide more detail, artist information and links to other
resources.
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THIS IS NOT ART (TiNA)
Website and Mobile App

The functionality of both these
platforms will be increased in future
years, with an ongoing partnership
with Headjam confirmed for 2016.

As part of the 2015 Marketing Plan
and rebrand, and in partnership with
Headjam, a new website and mobile
phone application was developed for
the 2015 festival.
These represented TiNA’s new
branding and were image-led,
providing a palatable and easy-tonavigate access point to the festival.

This is Not Art, Crack Theatre Festival, Creative Pen Pals. Photo: Jim Griffiths 2015
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THIS IS NOT ART (TiNA)
With record audience numbers in 2015, the festival was well
received by punters.
TINA is one of the finest festivals in
the land, and it simply must
continue in perpetuity for the good
of so many people. It's a coming
together, a refresher, a pilgrimage,
an experience, and a boon to
artists, writers, audiences, people,
Newcastle, Australia and the world.

Best TiNA ever! Well located venues,
clear signage, strong engagement
with Newcastle arts community. Good
attendance at events.

This Is Not Art, They’ve Already Won. Photo: Jessica Henderson 2015
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CULTURE HUNTER
The provision of an online information hub was identified by
the creative sector at a 2015 Smart Arts consultation as a
key priority. Octapod has sought to position Culture Hunter
as a resource to fulfil this need.
A refreshed site was launched in early
2015 following extensive community
consultation in the previous year.
The new focus on the Lower Hunter
only has had an impact on the
organisation, with outreach across the
region linked to promoting the website
as a valuable online resource for local
creative communities.
A highlight of the year was the
creation of a volunteer Culture Hunter
Editorial Team. As well as reviewing
events, interviews with artists and arts
organisations were conducted and
then uploaded to the NEWS section of
the website and promoted via the
monthly newsletter.
Work was done to consolidate brand
awareness for Octapod as the
producer of Culture Hunter. Social
media pages were merged and the
separate Octapod and Culture Hunter
newsletters were combined so that
The Culture Hunter became Octapod’s
monthly newsletter.
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CREATIVE
COMMUNITIES
In 2015 we consolidated our leadership role within
the local creative sector and our program exceeded
expectations with Smart Arts workshops booked to
capacity, our Creative Access Program taking on a
life of its own and the development of new strategic
partnerships which paved the way in 2016 for
outreach across the Lower Hunter.

The establishment of a three year
partnership with Ability Links NSW in
mid 2015 to support participation in
the arts by people with disability in
Newcastle and the Hunter region
was a key success.
This strategic partnership not only
brought increased security of income
and enabled longer term planning in
this area for the organisation but
also confirmed Octapod's leadership
role in access and inclusion in he
creative sector in the region.
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CREATIVE
COMMUNITIES
Funding from Ability Links enabled
Octapod to conduct Access and
Inclusion Appraisals of our major
programs TiNA, Culture Hunter and
Smart Arts; implement several
recommendations in 2015 and
develop comprehensive
recommendations to inform the
delivery of our Disability Action Plan
in 2016.
The Smart Arts and Creative Access
programs presented strong potential
for outreach across the Lower
Hunter and we strengthened
relationships with Lake Macquarie,
Maitland and Port Stephens
Councils through an Access and
Inclusion Community Forum at Lake
Macquarie Art Gallery, and secured
funding for 2016 to deliver Smart
Arts and a Community Forum in Port
Stephens.
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CREATIVE ACCESS
Strong interest in initiatives that supported presentation and
professional development opportunities for artists with
disability in the region such as the ‘Identity’ exhibition and
Artist Run Initiative acknowledged the value of Octapod
acting as a role model for inclusive practice.
‘Identity’ was a valuable experience for 16 artists with disability to present work
and experience the exhibition installation process. The excitement was almost
palpable at the opening at Newcastle Art Space! The Creative Access Network
also enjoyed a presentation from and tour of the Newcastle Community Arts
Centre as well as a vigorous discussion about inclusive arts practice amongst
the participants.

PODspace Identity exhibition invitation 2015
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CREATIVE ACCESS
Our unique position in an NDIS launch site proved valuable
to key arts and disability advocacy bodies such as Arts
Access Australia as we provided information and insight to
the National NDIS Working Group throughout the year and
secured a partnership with Accessible Arts for regional
capacity building projects.
Other key Access and Inclusion initiatives in 2015 included:



Attended national Arts
Activated Expo at
Carriageworks in Sydney.



Established Octapod Access
Committee.



Developed TiNA Access
Guide: access information
about venues and events.



Researched and developed
’Four+Four’ mentoring
framework for artists with
disability.



Provided information and
networking opportunities
through the CAN monthly
e-newsletter.



Developed and coordinated
The Storm - Creative
Exchange with Open Cage
Ensemble and Surf Life
Saving Australia.



Finalised the Access
Showreel and launched at
TiNA.



Hosted panel discussion
around inclusion and arts
practice with local artists with
disability.
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SMART ARTS
Octapod’s partnership with the City of Newcastle and the
Business Centre (Newcastle Region) known as Smart Arts
continued into 2015 with a program of workshops and
consultations supporting the creative industries and cultural
sector in Newcastle.
The pilot program which began in
2014, targeted the region’s artists,
creative practitioners, arts and cultural
professionals, managers and leaders
to build on the sector’s capacity to be
sustainable, innovative and
collaborative.
Both workshops in 2015 were booked
to capacity and positive participant
feedback confirmed the value of the
professional development experiences
being offered. A diverse mix of
individuals and arts organisations
attended the ‘Think Big: Partnerships
and Collaborations’ Workshop at The
Lock Up delivered by Christina
Gerakiteys of Ideation at Work.
More than twenty representatives of
small to medium arts organisations
attended the ‘Good Governance –
Building the Framework’ Workshop run
by Gael Easton of G Connection. This
much needed arts leadership session
was designed to support not for profit
boards and committees to best govern
and provide leadership to Newcastle’s
thriving and dynamic creative sector.
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SMART ARTS
Sector development role
As our understanding of the
professional development needs of
the local cultural increased
throughout 2015, so did our
commitment to work collaboratively
to address those needs identified by
people working in the creative
sector.

At two very well attended
Consultations during the second half
of the year, representatives of the
Newcastle cultural sector identified the
need for greater support for arts
leadership and governance in the
region, more connectivity, professional
and skills development opportunities
and collaboration, the establishment of
an active advocacy central entity and
shared information.
It was acknowledged that Octapod
had a role in meeting these needs,
especially through the Culture Hunter
website, with this feedback informing
our 2016 program.

Smart Arts creative sector consultation November 2015. Photo: Justine Cogan
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way. Octapod would like to thank the following people and
organisations for their support during 2015:
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Volunteers/Students

Christina Robberds, Director

Alex Travers, Allicia Tucker, Jessica Henderson, Jim Griffiths, Damon Scarfe, Alex
Cooper-Rye, Ethan Andrews, Jodie Millard, Jessicar Goerke, Simon Anicich, Gabrielle Carroll.

Justine Cogan, Development
Manager
Jo Plummer, Accounts Manager
Kate Britton, TiNA Producer
Bec Dujin, TiNA Marketing Manager
Alex Cooper-Rye, Admin Assistant and
Storm Coordinator

Our Board
Richard De Martin, Chair
John Biswas, Vice Chair
Mitch Davies, Secretary
Amanda Macokatic, Treasurer

Community Supporters/
Partners
Arts NSW, University of Newcastle, The City
of Newcastle, Ability Links NSW, Accessible
Arts, Surf Lifesaving NSW, Arts Access
Australia, National Young Writers’ Festival,
Critical Animals, Crack Theatre Festival,
The Lock Up, Headjam, Royal Exchange,
Renew Newcastle, GPT, Creative Word
Shop, Countrytel, innx, Hunter Design
School, The Business Centre (Newcastle
Region), Lake Macquarie City Art Gallery,
Glenn Hardy, Louisa Connors, Gillean
Shaw.

Jo McGregor, General Member
Bill Robertson, General Member
Madalyn Ward, General Member
Emma Cother, General Member
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